Industrial Environments
Tough industrial environments need signs durable
enough to withstand
harsh weather and abrasions, yet flexible for
attachment to uneven
surfaces. In conditions
such as these, engraving
has always been the preferred sign-making
method, providing that
look of permanence. So
go ahead...hang your sign
from a cable, nail it in
place or even attach it
with double-sided tape.
Under even the harshest
conditions, your engraved
message will keep on
working. Need to make
your signs onsite? With
the AutoGraver method,
look at all you can do.

Choose recognizable pictograms from the ScottTriPoint pictogram library as easily as selecting
fonts.

Scott-TriPoint® software imports complex diagrams and text from popular CAD programs.

Use our ready-to-engrave blank hazard and
safety signs in approved OSHA colors.

Prepare custom profiles to fit any switch or
lamp, then engrave fine lettering. Now that’s a
bright idea!

Health Facilities
Health care facilities have
many different sign
options, thanks to the
versatility of our
AutoGraver. Whether
you’re creating a detailed
office directory or hospital directional signage,
ADA signs, room names
or numbers, our
AutoGraver engraving
system can assist you in
maintaining that quality,
professional appearance.
A sample of health-related signs that you can easily make are shown here.
We think you’ll agree
that, no matter the size or
shape, these vital signs all
check out just right.

Make your sign inviting–engrave an accent line
around your text, then place your sign in a
frame with an attractive, complementary color.
When the opportunity knocks, use neutralcolor frames to make signs of any color look at
home on walls of any type.

Combine colors and panels to form interesting
directories, then change one name or more
whenever the need arises.

Give each title the importance it deserves with
classically elegant, clearly precise engraving.
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Hotel Settings
Top to Bottom, Inside and
Out®, Scott® materials
and equipment allow
your in-house maintenance staff to create signs
from the front desk to the
back nine. Whether
friendly and inviting, or
informative and direct,
engraving provides that
extra touch of elegance
that forms a unique lasting impression. Keep
your corporate identity
consistent throughout,
even in the design of
your staff badges because
that’s one of the first
things your guests will
see. Now just look at all
the ways to say “welcome.”

Want your logo as a design accent? Just import
it into Scott-TriPoint® software.
Tactile letters, raised pictograms and Braille
symbols meet ADA standards as well as your
own for efficient signage.

Combine Scott engraving material colors for
signs that are simple to read, easy to remember.
Nothing is faster than engraving...make it in
seconds, use it for as long as you like.

Special Effects
With just a touch of ingenuity, engraving can create special effects for
extra, attention-grabbing
impact. Imaginative techniques such as reverse
engraving and subsurface
graphics make a distinctive statement. You can
also cut custom shapes,
use colored Plexiglas for
edge-lighted signs or heat
and fold your material to
make unique desk signs.
Here are just a few examples of the unlimited possibilities available to you
with engraving, the most
universal sign-making
method in existence. Now
go ahead...display your
brilliance for others to see!

Use a burnishing tool on a brass plate for
awards and presentation plaques destined for a
special place of honor.

You can even make your own holiday ornaments
in the bright, cheerful colors of the season.

Special plastics can be engraved and edgelighted to create glowing images. Engrave the
back of engraving stock, then fill the engraved
regions with paints from your local hobby shop.

For ADA signs, our handy carbide cutter creates raised Braille. The profiling tool cuts completely through engraving stock to form individual raised letters.

